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Hello,
this is the web version of tito loria‘s portfolio. 

if you need to print out one or more pages from this file, you may want to download the

printer-friendly version at www.musicforasteroids.com/portfolio300dpi.pdf

although maintaing a linear structure of presentation, the works presented are roughly 

grouped in different thematic areas. following the lines in the background will help you find 

similar works.

you can find my CV on the last page.

all of this portfolio‘s content is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License except where specified.

To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, 

San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
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graduation day invitation /// 280x118mm /// 2007

The title on the cover is a wordplay between the 
german Abschluss (=degree) and Schluss (=ending or 
interruption).  Before completing my degree I had already 
decided not to pursue a career as an architect.
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logotype and documentation cd for eu-funded theater project “tour de babel” /// 2007
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wordmark for hausprojekt scharni38 /// 2008
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Berlin-based songwriter and 
performer Dota Kehr has once 
rejected a design I had prepared 
for one of her albums’ cover, so 
I had mixed feelings when some 
friends organising a gig for her 
approached me asking to design 
a poster for the event.
The first sketches of the character 
depicted a rather monstruous 
woman playing guitar. After a 
few reworkings I managed to 
make her look friendlier although 
slightly uncanny.

poster for brunch with live music 223x420mm /// 2008
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We (...) demand visibility without thinking of what this 
would mean in a culture where visibility is associated 
with controllability. (...) We queer visibility and challenge 
expectations of body outlooks and modes of being in the world 
which aim to place all the bodies in binary categories.

(from the QIA manifesto)

Queer Theory poses a fundamental question to image-makers: 
what in our work is descriptive, what is prescriptive and what is the 
relationship between these two aspects of visual material?
I see my ongoing work with QIA as an opportunity to explore issues 
of representation and identity within visual communication.

flyer for the Queer Invisible Academy /// 148x105mm /// 2010
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One of the first things that the Berliner couriers’ co-
operative Fahrwerk did after starting their activities was to 
ask me to design a logo for them and to make it “not too 
subculture-like, professional but not boring”.

Fahrwerk means “chassis”, but the word itself could also 
be understood as a “factory of driving”, which gave me 
the idea of trying to convey an industrial but dynamic 
aesthetics inspired by constructivist typography.

logotype for bike couriers’ cooperative fahrwerk /// 2009
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flyer for flat-sharing community /// 74x105mm /// 2007
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clearance sale (=räumungsverkauf) is a state of mind.self-commissioned wordmark /// 2010
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Given two days to design this flyer, I spent most of the time I 
had putting a modernist black-on-white Helvetica composition 
together (for whatever reason, really!), only to be told 
subsequently that it wasn’t “funky” enough and that they 
wanted a “silver-glittery” visual style. At first I didn’t quite know 
how to react to that, but after a few minutes I found this pink 
bubble wrap lying on my desk and the day was saved.

(the image on the back was adapted from a photograph by Thermos 
found on the “Barnacle Goose” Wikipedia article.)

flyer for a benefit party funding refugee-support 
organisations /// 148x105mm /// 2009
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T.A.Z. project within the MA Design - Critical Practice /// series of signs and intervention on the Greenwich Foot Tunnel /// 2009-10

The Temporary Autonomous Zone project consisted of 
an intervention on a public space after an analysis of its 
constitution and the practices that characterise it.

I chose to work on the Greenwich Foot Tunnel, and upon 
noticing the unusually high frequency of prohibition 
signs in it, I decided to focus my analisys on  their visual 

language and functioning. The result was a series of 
deconstructed signs questioning the necessity of a content 
for a prohibition.

The short film documenting the intervention and further 
material on the project can be seen at
www.musicforasteroids.com/taz
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series of flyers for vetomat /// 105x74mm /// 2008

To design this flyer I took an image previously created for 
a t-shirt print and spread it over the A4 sheet out of which 
the flyers were going to be cut. In this way a relatively 
broad variety of layouts was achieved without adding any 
steps to the simple printing process.

(hint: if you get hold of all the flyers and arrange
them correctly you get this here:

)
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self commissioned illustrations /// 420x297mm /// 2008
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logotype for vetomat /// 2008
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////
self-commissioned logotype /// 2008
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date of birth:
place of birth:

mobile:
email:

106 Erlanger Rd
SE14 5TH
London

14.11.1982

Rome, Italy

+44 (0)797 785 83 16

tito@musicforasteroids.com

curriculum vitae tito loria

education:

professional
background:

2009-current: MA Design: Critical Practice at Goldsmiths, 
University of London
2007: finalised a B.Sc. in Architecture at BTU Cottbus (Germany)
2006: guest student at UdK Berlin
2004/05: Erasmus at TU Berlin
2001/04: Architecture studies in La Sapienza university (Rome)

2009/10: assistant to Alberto Barreiro, creative director at 
Webjam LTD. Tasks consisted mainly of HTML ans CSS coding for 
mock-up websites used in client-presentations, preparation of 
graphic elements for websites, market research.
2001-now: freelance graphic designer and illustrator
2006-09: started Vetomat, a collectively run screenprinting 
studio in Berlin in which I worked until I moved out of the city. I 
was mainly involved in the day to day running of the studio and 
its shop, occasionally taking up promotional tasks, and holding 
beginners workshops in screenprinting and image editing.
2003-04: architectural surveys (Ing. Andreoli, Sacrofano, Rome)
1999-01: editor for Kerosene, comics magazine based in Rome.

skills:

languages
spoken:

additional
skills:

excellent Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign, Dreamweaver 
CS5. basic Adobe Flash; AutoCAD 2006, basic 3D Studio MAX 7.

Italian and Portuguese (mother tongue), German (fluent), English 
(fluent), Spanish (basic)

I have played guitar and drums in different bands since my 
adolescence; in recent years I began to write and produce music 
with Ableton Live.
I am a passionate cyclist and a skillful self-taught bike mechanic.


